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Although previous studies have demonstrated that TOF-SIMS is a powerful method for the

characterization of adsorbed proteins due to its specificity and surface sensitivity, it was unclear

from earlier work whether the differences between proteins observed on uniform flat surfaces were

large enough to facilitate clear image contrast between similar proteins in small areas on

topographically complex samples that are more typical of biological tissues. The goal of this study

was to determine whether Bi3
þ could provide sufficiently high sensitivity to provide clear

identification of the different proteins in an image. In this study, 10 lm polystyrene microspheres

were adsorbed with one of three different proteins, human serum albumin (HSA), bovine serum

albumin (BSA), and hemoglobin. Spheres coated with HSA were then mixed with spheres coated

with either BSA (a very similar protein) or hemoglobin (a dramatically different protein), and

deposited on silicon substrates. Fluorescent labeling was used to verify the SIMS results. With

maximum autocorrelation factors (MAF) processing, images showed clear contrast between both

the very different proteins (HSA and hemoglobin) and the very similar proteins (HSA and BSA).

Similar results were obtained with and without the fluorescent labels. MAF images were calculated

using both the full spectrum and only characteristic amino acid fragments. Although better image

contrast was obtained using the full spectrum, differences between the spheres were still evident

when only the amino acid fragments were included in the analysis, suggesting that we are truly

observing differences between the proteins themselves. These results demonstrate that TOF-SIMS,

with a Bi3
þ primary ion, is a powerful technique for characterizing interfacial proteins not only on

large uniform surfaces, but also with high spatial resolution on the topographically complex

samples typical in biological analysis. VC 2011 American Vacuum Society.

[DOI: 10.1116/1.3622347]

I. INTRODUCTION

Interfacial proteins are of importance for a wide range of

biological phenomena including cellular adhesion, cell sig-

naling, and cell regulation. Research has found that adsorbed

proteins play a key role in the performance of medical devi-

ces because they influence animal cell adhesion,1–3 micro-

bial infections,4–7 calcification,8 and tissue integration.9

Additionally, the study of interfacial proteins is of growing

importance in the areas of biosensors,10 biofouling,11 immu-

nology,12 and a host of biological processes.13–15

Interfacial proteins have been studied by a wide variety of

techniques including antibody labeling,16 ellipsometry,17

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,18 atomic force micros-

copy,19 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,20 near edge

x-ray adsorption fine structures, surface plasmon resonance,

and time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectroscopy.21 In

recent years, TOF-SIMS has become an increasingly impor-

tant technique for the study of interfacial proteins because it

has broader applicability and sensitivity than antibody bind-

ing based techniques and higher specificity and sensitivity

than other spectroscopic techniques.18,21–27

Previous studies have demonstrated that TOF-SIMS is a

powerful method for the characterization of adsorbed pro-

teins due to its specificity and surface sensitivity. It has been

demonstrated that TOF-SIMS can be used to identify pure

proteins adsorbed to surfaces18,22,24 to quantify the composi-

tion of mixed protein films25,27 and to study the conforma-

tion of adsorbed proteins21,28,29 and can provide relevant

information in the study of synthetic biomaterials,30 cells

sheets,31 and biosensors.10,32 These earlier studies have,

however, focused on large surface regions on which proteins

are presumably uniformly adsorbed. From these studies, it is
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unclear whether the differences between proteins are large

enough to facilitate clear image contrast between similar

proteins in small areas. It is also unclear whether the differ-

ences will persist on topographically complex surfaces

which are common in biological samples. Previously, we

found that imaging of proteins adsorbed onto polystyrene

microspheres with Gaþ primary ions failed to reveal distinct

differences between proteins in the images because of the

very low ionization probability for the amino acid specific

fragments under Gaþ bombardment.33

In this study, we have used a Bi3
þ primary ion source to

further this earlier attempt to image proteins adsorbed onto

microspheres.33 Numerous studies have shown that cluster

ion sources including Bi3
þ can result in dramatic enhance-

ments in both total ion yield and the yield of characteristic

molecular ions34,35 and suggest that this source will be more

successful for imaging proteins than the older Gaþ primary

ion sources.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation

Fluorescent microspheres, made of polystyrene and poly-

styrene divinylbenzene (red and green with 10 lm mean di-

ameter), were obtained from Duke Scientific Corporation,

CA. Three different proteins: human serum albumin (HSA),

bovine serum albumin (BSA), and bovine hemoglobin were

obtained from Sigma–Aldrich, for adsorption onto the

microspheres. The spheres were equilibrated in phosphate

buffer (0.1 M) for 2 h before the adsorption. All the proteins

were dissolved in phosphate buffer at 2000 lg/ml and pipet-

ted into the tubes containing the microspheres equilibrating

in buffer to reach a protein concentration of 1000 lg/ml.

Protein adsorption was performed at 37 �C with this buffer

for 4 h in an incubator-shaker to ensure uniform adsorption.

After adsorption, the spheres were first washed in buffer to

remove the loosely bound protein. They were then washed

five times in deionized water to remove the buffer salts. For

this study, BSA was adsorbed onto green microspheres and

HSA and hemoglobin were adsorbed onto red microspheres.

Following adsorption and washing, green microspheres

adsorbed with BSA were mixed with red microspheres

which had been adsorbed with either HSA or hemoglobin,

deposited on clean silicon wafers and air dried. Prior to

TOF-SIMS analysis the samples were imaged in a fluores-

cent microscope. One additional study was performed where

BSA, HSA, and hemoglobin were both adsorbed onto green

microspheres.

B. TOF-SIMS analysis

The samples were imaged using an Ion TOF IV spectrom-

eter using a Bi3
þ primary ion beam with a 0.012 pA current

and 100 ls cycle time. The primary ion dose was limited to

1� 1012 ions/cm2. Images were collected in Ion TOF burst-

alignment mode, in which the lens magnetization is set to

zero to facilitate 300 nm spatial resolution. Samples were

analyzed using a 10 ns unbunched primary ion pulse to facil-

itate a mass resolution of approximately 1000 (m/Dm).

C. Multivariate image processing

Two data sets were extracted from each of the raw data

image files using the IONTOF software package. The first stack

of images was generated using a list of 321 peaks which

included all peaks with greater than 50 counts in the total ion

spectra except Naþ, Kþ, and Caþ. These peaks were

excluded to reduce variability arising from the buffer salts.

The second stack of images was generated using a list of 34

peaks shown in Table I, which previous researchers have

found are indicative of specific amino acids.24

Previous studies have found that multivariate statistical

methods, such as principal components analysis (PCA) and

linear discriminant analysis (LDA), are essential for extract-

ing concise information from the complex TOF-SIMS

spectra which arise from adsorbed protein films.22,24,36 A

related technique, maximum autocorrelation factors

TABLE I. Amino acid peaks.

Nominal mass Fragment Amino acid

30 CH4Nþ glycine

43 CH3N2
þ arginine

44 C2H6Nþ alanine

60 C2H6NOþ serine

61 C2H5Sþ methionine

68 C4H6Nþ, proline

69 C4H5Oþ, threonine

70 C3H4NOþ,C4H8Nþ asparagine, proline

71 C3H3O2
þ serine

72 C4H10Nþ, valine

73 C2H7N3
þ arginine

74 C3H8NOþ threonine

76 C2H6NSþ cysteine

81 C4H5N2
þ histidine

82 C4H6N2
þ histidine

83 C5H7Oþ valine

84 C4H6NOþ, C5H10Nþ glutamine, glutamic acid, lysine

86 C5H12Nþ isoleucine, leucine

87 C3H7N2Oþ asparagine

88 C3H6NO2
þ aspartic acid, asparagine

98 C4H4NO2
þ asparagine

100 C4H10N3
þ arginine

101 C4H11N3
þ arinine

102 C4H8NO2
þ glutamic acid

107 C7H7Oþ tyrosine

110 C5H8N3
þ histidine

112 C5H8N3
þ arginine

120 C8H10Nþ phenylalanine

127 C5H11N4
þ arginine

130 C9H8Nþ, tryptophan

131 C9H8Oþ phenylalanine

136 C8H10NOþ tyrosine

159 C10H11Nþ tryptophan

170 C11H8NOþ tryptophan
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(MAFs)37,38 has proven to be valuable for processing images

and has been applied in this work.

MAF is a variant of factor analysis that is closely related

to the more widely used PCA. In PCA, the data matrix, X, is

decomposed such that

S ¼ XUT ; (1)

where U is the loadings matrix and S is the scores matrix.

The loadings matrix, U, can be obtained via an eigenvector

rotation of the matrix X0X.12,13 Unfortunately, PCA often

yields less than satisfactory results when applied to low sig-

nal to noise ratio images so MAF has been used in this study.

In MAF, the data matrix X is decomposed, as described in

Eq. (2), however, the loadings matrix, U, is obtained by an

eigenvector rotation of the matrix B.

B ¼ A�1X0X; (2)

where A is the covariance matrix of the shift images. The

shift images are obtained by subtracting the X matrix from a

copy of itself that has been shifted by one pixel horizontally

and/or one pixel vertically. The eigenvectors of matrix B
which have the largest eigenvalues will identify linear com-

binations of ion peaks which maximize the variation across

the entire image while minimizing the variation between

neighboring pixels.37 As with PCA, the scores can be dis-

played and interpreted as an image for an underlying compo-

nent. The B matrix; however, is not symmetric so U, the

loadings matrix, must be inverted to obtain the pseudospec-

tra associated with the corresponding scores images.

Each of the image stacks assembled for this study, has

been analyzed using MAF. The MAF images have been

compared to fluorescence images to verify interpretation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 show images taken from two different

samples of BSA and hemoglobin coated spheres. In the

upper left hand corner of each image is the total ion

TOF-SIMS image and below that is the fluorescence micros-

copy image of the same area. The total ion image for all the

samples we analyzed was dominated by topographic effects

which resulted in a bright region on the left side of the

spheres and an ion shadow on the right edge of the spheres.

There is some distortion in the images which results from

the incidence angle of the primary ion beam.

MAF analysis of the two images shown in Figs. 1 and 2

revealed three significant factors both when the full peak set

was used and when only the amino acid fragments listed in

Table I were used. For both images and both data sets the

first factor described differences between the spheres and the

silicon substrate, the second factor showed variations in total

ion yield resulting from the topography of the samples and

the third factor (Figs. 1 and 2 right) revealed contrast

between two different types of spheres. The spheres which

appear “green” and “red” in the MAF images correspond to

the green and red spheres in the fluorescence image, which

FIG. 1. (Color) Images of sample 1 which consists of BSA adsorbed onto

green fluorescent microspheres and hemoglobin adsorbed onto red fluores-

cent microspheres. The total ion TOF-SIMS image (upper left) reveals to-

pography. MAF images calculated using 321 peaks (upper right) and 34

amino acid peaks (lower right) mirror the contrast observed in the fluores-

cence image (lower left).

FIG. 2. (Color) Images of sample 2 which consists of BSA adsorbed onto

green fluorescent microspheres and hemoglobin adsorbed onto red fluores-

cent microspheres. The total ion TOF-SIMS image (upper left) reveals

topography. MAF images calculated using 321 peaks (upper right) and

34 amino acid peaks (lower right) mirror the contrast observed in the fluo-

rescence image (lower left).
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supports the conclusion that this factor describes differences

between the hemoglobin coated red fluorescent spheres and

BSA coated green fluorescent spheres. MAF factor 3 for the

full data (Figs. 1 and 2, top right) shows better contrast

between the spheres than when only the amino acid frag-

ments are included in the analysis (Figs. 1 and 2, bottom

right); however, the contrast in the amino acid only image is

adequate to correctly classify each of the spheres.

Figure 3 shows the MAF pseudospectra associated with

the factor 3 images calculated using only the amino acid

peaks. The pseudospectra associated with Fig. 1 is shown at

the top while the “spectra” for Fig. 2 is shown below. Posi-

tive intensity peaks in the pseudospectra correspond to the

green (BSA) areas in the images while negative intensity

peaks are predominant in the red (hemoglobin) areas of the

images. The spectra have a high degree of similarity and the

most intense positive peaks (m/z 70 and m/z 84) and negative

peaks (m/z 72 and 110) in the two spectra are identical.

Minor differences between these pseudospectra arise from

the differences in the fraction of the silicon substrate that is

covered by the spheres. The key negative intensity peaks,

m/z¼ 72 and m/z¼ 110, correspond to the amino acid resi-

dues valine and histidine. The key positive intensity peak at

m/z¼ 70 can arise from either asparagine or proline, and the

positive peak at m/z¼ 84 can arise from glutamine, glutamic

acid, or lysine. Table II shows the amino acid composition

of the three proteins considered in this study. As can be seen

in this table, hemoglobin has a significantly higher level of

valine and histidine, while BSA is higher in glutamine, glu-

tamic acid, lysine and proline. This pattern in the study spec-

tra further supports the hypothesis that the factor 3 MAF

images are revealing differences in the adsorbed proteins on

the spheres.

To further verify this relationship, a third region from the

same sample was analyzed. Rather than process this image

directly with MAF, the MAF factor 3 loadings, which were

calculated from the region shown in Fig. 2, were applied

directly to this image. The results are shown in Fig. 4. In the

upper left is the image calculated using the full peak set and

the image calculated using only the amino acid peaks is

shown in the upper right. As a final test, MAF analysis was

performed on this image using only the four key peaks (m/
z¼ 70, 72, 84, and 110) identified in the analysis of the first

two regions. The resulting MAF factor 2 image is shown in

FIG. 3. Pseudospectra calculated by MAF using the 34 amino acid peaks for two samples consisting of BSA and hemoglobin coated microspheres. The top

graph corresponds to the image in Fig. 1 and the lower graph corresponds to the image in Fig. 2.

TABLE II. Amino acid composition of studied proteins.

Amino acid

Bovine

serum

albumin

(BSA)

Human

serum

albumin

(HSA)

Hemoglobin

(Hg)

Ala (A) 7.9% 10.3% 12.6%

Arg (R) 4.3% 4.1% 2.4%

Asn (N) 2.3% 2.8% 3.5%

Asp (D) 6.6% 5.9% 5.9%

Cys (C) 5.8% 5.9% 0.3%

Gln (Q) 3.3% 3.3% 0.2%

Glu (E) 9.7% 10.0% 4.5%

Gly (G) 2.8% 2.6% 7.0%

His (H) 2.8% 2.6% 5.6%

Ile (I) 2.5% 1.5% 0.0%

Leu (L) 10.7% 10.5% 12.9%

Lys (K) 9.9% 9.9% 8.4%

Met (M) 0.8% 1.1% 1.4%

Phe (F) 4.9% 5.9% 5.9%

Pro (P) 4.6% 3.9% 3.5%

Ser (S) 5.3% 4.6% 6.3%

Thr (T) 5.6% 4.8% 4.9%

Trp (W) 0.5% 0.3% 1.0%

Tyr (Y) 3.5% 3.0% 1.7%

Val (V) 6.3% 6.9% 10.5%
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the bottom left in Fig. 4. A comparison of the these three

images to the fluorescence image shown in the bottom right

in Fig. 4 verifies that the same relationships hold for this

region as for the previously analyzed images providing fur-

ther evidence that TOF-SIMS is revealing differences

between the two proteins adsorbed to the spheres.

Figure 5 shows images obtained from a sample of BSA

and HSA coated spheres. As can be seen in Table II, BSA

and HSA have a greater similarity than BSA and hemoglo-

bin. Although the proteins have much greater similarity,

clear contrast between the BSA coated green fluorescent

spheres and the HSA coated red fluorescent spheres is still

evident in the MAF factor 3 images calculated using both

the full peak set and the amino acid peak set. Figure 6 shows

the MAF factor 3 pseudospectra calculated using the amino

acid peak set. Positive intensity peaks in the pseudospectra

correspond to the green (BSA) areas in the images while

negative intensity peaks are predominant in the red (HSA)

areas of the images. The key negative intensity peaks can be

attributed to the amino acids alanine (m/z¼ 44), arginine (m/
z¼ 43, m/z¼ 73, and m/z¼ 127), and valine (m/z¼ 72).

These amino acids all have a higher concentration in HSA

than in BSA. The key positive peaks in the pseudospectra can

be assigned to proline (m/z¼ 68), threonine (m/z¼ 74), and

histidine (m/z¼ 110) which are all elevated in BSA. The

pseudospectra associated with the MAF factor 3 image calcu-

lated from the full data set shows significant contribution

from peaks other than the key amino acid peaks. These fea-

tures of the pseudospectra are consistent with the image con-

trast between BSA and HSA coated spheres.

Although the analysis of the amino acid only peak set,

indicates that TOF-SIMS is sensitive to the small differences

between these two proteins, it is not possible to rule out

enhanced contrast due to either differences in the total

amounts of adsorbed protein or differences in in the fluores-

cent labeled microspheres. When the full data set is ana-

lyzed, the highest intensity peak in this pseudospectra is at

m/z¼ 91, which most likely arises from the polystyrene

microsphere rather than the adsorbed protein layer. This sug-

gests that at least part of the contrast observed in this image

may result from differences in chemistry between the red

and green fluorescently labeled microspheres rather than the

chemical differences in the proteins themselves.

In previous studies, Wagner et al. compared Csþ TOF-

SIMS spectra of BSA, HSA, hemoglobin and ten other pro-

teins using PCA24 and LDA18 adsorbed to mica and Teflon.

They found that with the aid of PCA all of the proteins could

be accurately identified based on the amino acid fragments

observed in the TOF-SIMS spectra. In that study, however,

only spectra from large, presumably uniform areas were

used. It is unclear from their results whether the differences

between the proteins were large enough to provide adequate

contrast in low signal to noise ratio images particularly if

confounding topography was present. They found that TOF-

SIMS spectra of hemoglobin could be easily separated from

TOF-SIMS spectra of BSA and the peaks responsible for

this separation could be easily related to known differences

in the amino acid composition of the two proteins. In their

work, the key peaks identified for separating BSA and hemo-

globin were m/z¼ 72 (valine) and m/z¼ 110 (histidine)

FIG. 4. (Color) Images for sample 3 obtained using the MAF loadings calcu-

lated for sample 2. On the upper left, results for the full peak set are shown.

The MAF images calculated using 321 peaks (upper left), 34 amino acid

peaks (upper right), and only the 4 key amino acid peaks (lower left) mirror

the contrast observed in the fluorescence image (lower right).

FIG. 5. (Color) Images of sample 4 which consists of BSA adsorbed onto

green fluorescent microspheres and HSA adsorbed onto red fluorescent

microspheres. The total ion TOF-SIMS image (upper left) reveals topogra-

phy. The MAF images calculated using 321 peaks (upper right) and 34

amino acid peaks (lower right) mirror the contrast observed in the fluores-

cence image (lower left).
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which were more intense in the hemoglobin spectra as well

as m/z¼ 70 (proline) and m/z¼ 84 (lysine) which were more

intense in the BSA spectra. Although our study has been

done at lower mass resolution, our results for the images are

consistent with Wagner’s results for spectra from large uni-

form areas. This result is particularly significant considering

the differences in the primary ion source used and the differ-

ent substrate beneath the proteins.

Wagner et al. also found some statistically significant

separation between spectra of HSA and BSA, however, this

separation was not clean with significant overlap between

the two groups and no clear relationship between the PCA

loadings and the known differences in the amino acid com-

position. Given Wagner’s limited success in separating HSA

and BSA, it is of particular note that we have been able to

obtain clear contrast between these two proteins in this

study. The enhanced ability to distinguish these very similar

proteins is likely due to the Bi3
þ primary ion.

To address the concern that image contrast was the result

of the different fluorescent labels rather than the differences

between the adsorbed proteins, two further images have been

analyzed. For these samples, HSA and hemoglobin were both

adsorbed onto the green fluorescent microspheres, mixed to-

gether, and then deposited onto silicon substrates for TOF-

SIMS analysis. The raw data files were processed as described

above and then the image stacks were analyzed using MAF.

For these two samples, only 2 MAF factors were found to be

significant because none of the silicon substrate is visible in

the images. Results for MAF factor 2 for the full peak set and

amino acids are shown in Fig. 7. At the top are the images cal-

culated using the full peak sets and the images calculated

using only the amino acid peaks. Two classes of spheres can

be clearly identified in both samples. Contrast between these

spheres is evident using either the full data set or only the

characteristic amino acid fragments. For both of these images,

the most intense positive peaks in the pseudospectra, which

correspond to the green spheres in the MAF images, arise

from alanine (m/z¼ 44) and valine (m/z¼ 72) suggesting that

these are the hemoglobin coated spheres; however, differences

in other regions of the pseudospectra make a definitive identi-

fication difficult without the fluorescent labels.

To better identify the proteins on the unlabeled spheres in

Fig. 7, spectra were constructed from 321 spheres from Figs.

1 and 2, 4 and 5 whose protein coat could be identified by the

fluorescent labels. A linear discriminant analysis of this data

set was performed using the 34 amino acid peaks to identify

combinations of the peaks that best separated the three pro-

teins.18 Spectra from the spheres seen in the two images in

Fig. 7, where the protein could not be identified using the

fluorescence image, were then projected on to the same linear

discriminant axis. The results are shown in Fig. 8. Discrimi-

nant scores for the spheres which appear green in the MAF

analysis (Fig. 7) are plotted as circles and those which appear

red in the MAF analysis are plotted as squares. As can be

seen in Fig. 8, comparison with the known samples allows

clear identification of both the hemoglobin and HSA coated

spheres. It is notable that the HSA coated on green fluores-

cent spheres cluster with the HSA coated red fluorescent

spheres and can be clearly distinguished from BSA coated

green fluorescent spheres demonstrating that the key

FIG. 7. (Color) MAF images of samples 5 (left) and 6 (right) which consist

of BSA and HSA adsorbed onto green fluorescent microspheres. Images on

the top row were calculated using the 321 peak data set. Those on the bot-

tom row were calculated using only the 34 amino acid peaks.

FIG. 6. Pseudospectrum calculated by MAF using the 34 amino acid peaks for samples 4 (Fig. 5) which consists of BSA and HSA coated microspheres.
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differences observed are in fact the results of differences

between the proteins and not the underlying substrate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

By using the Bi3
þ primary ion source, we have successfully

imaged 10 lm protein features in the presence of complex

topographic effects. With MAF processing, images showed

clear contrast between both the very different proteins (HSA

and hemoglobin) and the very similar proteins (HSA and

BSA). Similar results were obtained with and without the fluo-

rescent labels. MAF images were calculated using both the full

spectrum and previously identified amino acid peaks. Although

better image contrast was obtained using the full spectrum, dif-

ferences between the spheres were still evident when only the

amino acid fragments were included in the analysis, indicating

that we are truly observing differences between the proteins

themselves. Key peaks in the pseudospectra associated with the

MAF images can be easily related to differences in the amino

acid composition of the proteins and are consistent with previ-

ously published TOF-SIMS analysis of proteins. The Bi3
þ

source showed clear advantages when compared to our previ-

ous work using Gaþ. The HSA/BSA results showed improve-

ments over previous protein TOF-SIMS analyses using Csþ.

These results demonstrate that TOF-SIMS, with a Bi3
þ primary

ion, is a powerful technique for characterizing interfacial pro-

teins not only on large uniform surfaces, but also with high spa-

tial resolution on the topographically complex samples typical

in biological analysis.
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